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Download the PDF of the third chapter of the “The Cryptography Handbook,”which delves into how modern cryptographic algorithms are implemented. Check out the other chapters in the ...
Latest from Embedded Revolution
to play to the design of the platforms, and to create information that does well based on the logic of a given platform. JB: To bring that into concrete terms, what are some specific examples of ...
Gaming the algorithm
Emory University researchers decoded images from a canine brain using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to reconstruct what and how a dog might see. The researchers found that dogs are ...
Machine Learning Algorithm Offers Insights into a Dog's Neural Activity
Plus: how YouTube's recommendation algorithm is failing its users This is today's edition of The Download, our weekday newsletter that provides a daily dose of what's ...
The Download: AI-generated art and YouTube’s algorithm
Even when algorithms have practical applications, like helping drivers see approaching cars that the eye can't discern, it's the car manufacturer (or its software developer) that gets the credit.
Q&A: Algorithm to serve as cryptography standard for quantum computing era
Algorithmic trading, or algo trading, is a type of financial market trading in which an algorithm is used to make buy and sell decisions automatically based on pre-programmed rules. Algorithms are ...
What Is Algorithm Trading?
Sacking employees by algorithm may not be widespread as yet, but it undoubtedly has legal, ethical and reputational ramifications that need to be evaluated. In a new twist on the now infamous 2013 ...
You’re fired! Can we trust algorithms to decide who gets sacked and who doesn’t?
But now they're rebelling against the algorithms that control their access to those markets. From the rise of micro-influencers showing brands that audience size doesn't matter, to mega ...
Rage Against The 'Algos': The Creator Economy's Algorithm Rebellion Is Growing
“The algorithm seems incapable of remembering a lesson for very long.” Mozilla concluded that YouTube’s user controls “aren’t designed in a way that allows people to actively design ...
YouTube’s ‘dislike’ button has minimal impact on algorithm, researchers say
New research from Mozilla shows that user controls have little effect on which videos YouTube’s influential AI recommends. YouTube’s recommendation algorithm drives 70% of what people watch on ...
Hated that video? YouTube’s algorithm might push you another just like it.
computer scientists and electrical engineers design special circuits that can perform the same work faster or with more accuracy. Now that AI algorithms are becoming so common and essential ...
What is AI hardware? How GPUs and TPUs give artificial intelligence algorithms a boost
A more common problem is that, for policymakers and business leaders alike, the word “algorithm” can sometimes be imbued with magic powers. A good recent example is the UK government’s ...
Beware the rise of the black box algorithm
By tweaking the professional networking platform's algorithm, researchers were trying to determine through A/B testing whether users end up with more job opportunities when they connect with known ...
Experts debate the ethics of LinkedIn’s algorithm experiments on 20M users
One of the critical elements in the company’s approach is “the algorithms that we created ourselves, based on each of our past 15 years’ experience tuning workloads at Google, Uber ...
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